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his versatile mobile meter reading app offers instant OCR meterhis versatile mobile meter reading app offers instant OCR meter
reading and recording, invoice generation, invoice printing, andreading and recording, invoice generation, invoice printing, and
payment collection through mobile devices, attached to a Bluetoothpayment collection through mobile devices, attached to a Bluetooth
printer, thereby reducing the time gaps between processes. Theprinter, thereby reducing the time gaps between processes. The
system is seamlessly integrated with SAP, from where the invoice datasystem is seamlessly integrated with SAP, from where the invoice data
is fetched live, processed, and sent back, with payment details. Ouris fetched live, processed, and sent back, with payment details. Our
spot billing system can be seamlessly implemented for a multitude ofspot billing system can be seamlessly implemented for a multitude of
industrial domains to enable a faster, easier, and secure way toindustrial domains to enable a faster, easier, and secure way to
capture utility meter reading.capture utility meter reading.
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SPEC INDIA is an ISO 9001:2015, ISO/IEC 27001:2013 softwareSPEC INDIA is an ISO 9001:2015, ISO/IEC 27001:2013 software
solutions and services company providing accelerated and cost-solutions and services company providing accelerated and cost-
effective enterprise software development solutions to a large portfolioeffective enterprise software development solutions to a large portfolio
of customers across the globe, showcasing end-to-end businessof customers across the globe, showcasing end-to-end business
transformation. We strive to serve our esteemed clientele with focusedtransformation. We strive to serve our esteemed clientele with focused
collaboration, cutting-edge technologies, immaculate user experience,collaboration, cutting-edge technologies, immaculate user experience,
well-tested solutions, and round-the-clock support.well-tested solutions, and round-the-clock support.
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